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Confessions of a

~~student
vandal~~

By Peter O'Connor
I had been drinking that Friday night. With the feeling that I
had failed my second Calculus test and would have to drop the
course, Ihad gone to the bar with the expreas desire of becoming
very drunk. On returning from the bar I remembered my
laundry was still in the washing machine from that afternoon. I
went down to the basement of Harkneas and put it in the dryer. I
inserted my last quarter but the machine would not work. I
became frustrated. I was drunk. I tried to pry open the cash box
to get at the know which starts the machine. Jerry Carrington,
housefellow of Harkness .and former Judiciary Chairman,
saw me in this act of vandalism and told me to report myself to
J.B. I did.
I waited anxiously outside the SGA room as the Board decided
whether or not the incident was a poasible infraction of the
Social, Honor Code. At about 7:45 Joel Mishkin, JB Chairman,
came out of the room and told me that the board had decided to
accept the case.
The case presented to the Judiciary Board on Sunday, October
29th was a farce. A lie. It never happened. Mishkin had informed
the members of the board that a fabricated case miaht be
coming before the board sometime. No one but he and involved
College Voice staff knew any details. Senior representatives
Audrey Cutler and Michael Proctor, junior reps David Ives and
Amy Kohen, sophomore reps Jeff Lupoff and David McCall, had

ILLUSTRATION BY MAX MOORE

agreed that such a case would be beneficial to the student body.
Freshman representatives Guy Donatelli and Nathaniel Turner
had no foreknowledge of the case. The board did not know when
the case would be brought up or what type of case it would be.
Lupoff later told me that a more controversial case was expected, such as fire vandalism.
The purpose of treating such a case was to try to shed some
light on the workings of the Judiciary Board. Only people who
have been involved themselves in a case and the members of the
board actually know the true nature of JB. Mock cases are held
but they are just that - mock cases, all parties involved know
that the case is inconsequential.
So my case would be considered. I entered the SGA room with
Joel and was invited to sit anywhere around the table. At thia
time the board members were relaxing and conversing among
themselves. The atmosphere was so relaxed that I wondered
just how seriously these people were taking their positions. Most
student s who are brought before the board are, Joel feels,
basicallv pretty scared. I was, and I knew that the outcome
really was of no consequence in this case. The informal at·
mosphere is an attempt by the board to put the accused student
more at ease. But the atmosphere was so relaxed at first that it
only made me feel more uneasy than I already was.
Coatlnaed 011 pale so
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A TERRIFYING LOVE STORY
JOSEPH ELEVINE PRESENTS

MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOlDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH E.LEVINE AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
PRINTS BY DE WXE TECHNICOlOR

R~~·
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STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH AT A THEATER NEAR'vOlJ
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS
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There is nothing more boring than • college publication berating students for
"being apathetic." Such statements often smack 0/ • holier-thaD-thou attitude
and malre some allusion to the "good-cld-days" of the late Il16O'" In lhia way
"apathy" can be given a "proper" historical setling. The seventies are supposedly a mere shadow of the activist sixties. Perhaps such statements are
true. Yet, one cannot escape the feeling that such statements are haaty, arbitrary, and very general. In labeling the seventies "ap.thetic" one is quite
resignedly adInitling defeat.
Hopefully, The College Voice haa not fallen into this trap, We have never
levelled the arrogant blast that the college community is "apathetic." Rather
than making such a judgement, we have attempted to highlight particular
issues and let the community judge for ilsei/. There has been di.... ppointing!y
little response to the questions of rape and nuclear energy. Both subjects
received extensive coverage. In contrast to this lack of reaction was the loud
response to the Physical Plant articles. The College Voice is still hearing
heated opinions, positive and negative, from students, faculty and administration. There have been repurcusatona within the Physical Plant
Department itself'. It is clear that i1the "right" isaue is touched upon, then a lot
of pent-up emotion surfaces on campus. There is certainly no "apathy" concerning this matter. Perhaps because members 0/ the college community are in
everyday contact with the Physical Plant Department, the iaaue elicits a
greater response than the "invisible'' threat of radiation.
In the present issue of The College Voice we have once again attempted to
deal with an issue which we believe is important to the college community.
Dave Stem and Lex Richardson have written a detailed account of the moral
problems presented by the College's investments in companies which operate
in South Mrica. The question of majority rule in South Mric. is currently at the
fore in international affairs. "Divest now" demonstrations have taken place on
campuses across the United States. We believe lhia is an important matter and
urge members 01 the community to read the article.
Concerning another matter, The CoUege Voice has occasionally been accused
01 being a hyper-critical
publication which simply seeks to descredit the
College. This is simply not true. Whenever we publish a critical article it is in
hopes that such criticism will help improve the situation. 1/ our intentions are
seen as otherwise, then they are being misinterpreted.
To look at onesei/ with a critical eye is 1.ud1b1e and Connecticut College is
certainly capable of such reflection. Enough on the subject of criticism.
Although several matters need "looking-into", the positive qualities of
education at Connecticut College far outweigh all else.
Evan Stone
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Voice Is an edItorially

Independent
news
magazIne
published
weekly during
the

acedemic year. All copy Is student·
wriMen unless speclflully noted.
Unsolicited
material
but the editor dOeS
responsibility

Is welcome
not assume

and will return

only

those eccompanled by a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. All copy
represents the opinion of Itte
author unless states otharwlse.
The Coli... Volc. is a student-run,
non·prOfit

prolih!

June Macklin,
a leading
medical
anthropologist,
brings real expertise
to
Connecticut College

Stock,

Marsha Williams, Stephanie Zacks
and Lisa Rosenstein
The Coli ...

People tend to turn personal
bellyache into cosmic diasster. Th.t ia,
when they are feeling pain /rom iDDer
conflicl, they .ttack their neighbor.
That genial New England OlllleThoreau
noted, "all sickn .... i. Civil War; we
have no external enemies." And of the
rather
humorleas
reformers
who
thronged the scene in the 1840'a he
wrote, llll the reformers would reform
thernsel ves, they would not feel the
need to reform others."
So what do I sllllgest? Th.t we hire
five full-time paychiatrlala? No--toa
expensive, not necessary. Everyone
should hit the booka more. Th...... is a
healing
power in those booka.
Kierkegaard, Freud, Emily Dick1nlOn,
the Bible, Wallace Stevens. Then )'OU
can be your own psychiatrist, your own
friend. Who was it who derIDed
psychiatry
as uhired frien~hip1"
To summarize I am a conserv.tive
who yearns for the golden lIlIe of the
American College-40 years lilia-when
students studied,' the faculty taught,
and the aclminlatration ran the college.
But now everyone wants to run the
college; too many chiefs, not encJIlIlh
Indians. College presidents can't blow
their noses without getling permil&1on
from three or four committees. Th.t'a
why many of them quit .fter 4 or 5
ye .. s in the job.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Birdaall

Peter

Lex
Richardson,
Rost, Julie Stahlgren,

Stern,

answer.

WiIli.m
S. Condon, ... oclale
pro/essor of psychiatry .t BoaloD
University's Medical Center will apeak
Nov. 8 on "Verbal and Non-Verbal
Communic.tion: Hidden Dimenaloaa"
in Bill Hall, room 106.
Condon, will focua on the interaction
between speaker and l.. leDer In verbal
and non-verbal communication. The
lecture will begin at 7 p.m.
The lecture, sponsored by the Luce
Foundation Program is part 0/ the
college's
program
in
Human
Movement. Condon's lecture .. open to
the public at no charge.

ANNE ROCHE

Conaullanla
STEVEN GUTMAN
DAVID STEWART

To the editor:
This is just a comment on Delln Allee
JohDaon'. statement that abe ia tired 01
the stream 0/ acid criticIam that ia
directed
tow.rd
the college adminiltr.tion. So am I. I note that the
president and deaD. are cheerful,
competent, hard-worlliDg people and so
I am mystified by the criticilm that
flows /rom the students and even occasion /rom the faculty. Be1Dll an
am.telr
psychologist, I sUlll""t th1a

organization.

Editorial offices ere located In
Room
212,
Crozle,.·Wllliams
StUdent Center. Mailing address:
Box 1351, Connecticut College,
New LondOn, CI. 06320. Phone:
(203) .... 2-5391, Ext. 236 or 397.

P.7
f.

Peter
O'Connor is censured by J.B. for jimmying
a washer. The false case
that
illuminates
the
workings of the informal
set of justices who preside
over all of us.

P.I,6

South Alrwa
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How much of our 12 million
dollar investment
is with
companies
with
major
holdings in South Africa?
David
Stern
and
Lex
Richardson
examine
Conn's
portfolio
and
morals.

P.8-9
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tileinevitable

'1be turn-out was not exacUy overwhelming; in fact, I was only one of
four observeres there. WblIe I took
notes, the other three people were
recruited as judges. Despite this
inauspicious beginning, tile evening I
spent walching the campus debate was
well-worth my lime.
This debate was only intended as a
practice debate, a preparatory for
thooe who will participate in the intercollegiate debate in New Haven on
November 4 and 5. ConsequenUy, there
was a relaxed, friendly almoophere
between the debators and the audience,
wben the debate on the issue of fireextinguisher

vandalism

on campUl was

finally started. True, the issue.may by
now be (over-used and even) slighUy
worn-out, but this was the first lime
that I haeard the issue discussed Intelligently
and (equally) from both
viewpoints.
The resolve of the debate was that the
new policy concerning improper use of
the fire-<!xtinguisbera at Conn is unsuitable and inappropriate. The pro
side debated whether the new policy is
ethically, legally and morally correct
when tbe punishment is at the expense
of innocent students and when, in
essence, it does not really promote

Bill Cibes: not a newcomer

to politics

Cibes makes his bid
By Mev"" Sballer
Bill Cibes, Prof
of Government
at Comeclicut Coll e, is also the
Democratic candidate running for
the State Assembly of Connecticut.
The overall goal, as Mr. Cibes sees it
is to guarantee enough money in gran~
and aid from the state to the New
London area be represents. The main
legislative
Issues concerning tbls
money are two fold. Firlt, Mr. Cibes Is
concerned with state funding of the
New London school system. He points
out that the New London achooIs are
excellent, posaIbly the best in this part
of the state. He believes funding from
the state at present, however, does not
adequately cover ezpenses nexesaary
to maintain the New London school
standarda.
Tbus he supporta tbe
Education Equalization Act which
stipulates that New London
will
receive greater funding. Under this
proposal New London schools will
receive an addItiOll8l 2.8 million dollars
per year. Under the propooalllJlOMel'ed
by Ralph Wadleigh, Mr. Cibes 0pponent, the New London schools will
receive I million dollars per year.
A second major isIue Is the PILOT
pnJIram for tax-exempt
properties.
New London baa one 01 the bIIbest
property tues in the state, due· to
commercial interests. Through the
program,
Mr. Cibes bopes
to
guarrantee permanent state grants to
stabalize the ~
tax rate in New
London. Mr. Clbes fOl'lleesno problems
in enacting either the educaliollal or
PILOT propoaaII.
There are also other more general
iaaues which Mr. Cibes is cODCerllllCl
wtth. He wants to won for a reduction
01. DCJ'Dealpnti.J atate speucIiDI aDd
thinks the economic developemln of the
New London waterfront, includIDI the
State Pier is very importaDt. He Is
concerned
with
solving
urban
probIeIM, but belleves that tues do not
bave to be railed to do this. For

scboois

eumple, ...... y
tbat

tupayera

are

to fuDd New LoDdoD

worried
projects

community responsibility. The four
students tsking the con side quoted
statistics
proving'
that,
despite
criticism, the new policy has proven a
deterring factor.
It doesn't matter (though) who won
or loot, (what matters) is that these
students, alter rationally debating the
issue, came up with an excellent
alternative for the presernt policy:
Invest in the type of fire extinguisher
system in which the extinguisher is
placed in a box, which, when opened
automatically triggers off the alar~
system. This type of system is used in
scholls all over the country and perhaps
with a set-up like this, students' will
learn to respect the extinguisber as
much as the alarm itself.
The debate society does have a few
kinks to work out of their presentation
but these will be righted with time and
experience. Included in the club are
Vuyo Ntoshona, Tom Ziegler, David
Bronstein, Lisa Stern, David Cohen,
Larry Krug, Kiri Bermack, and Kip
Chinian. These qualified speakers are a
group of interested, intelligent and
well informed students, who while
doing what they enjoy, provide an invaluable service to the college community. If another campus debate is
scheduled, I recommend that people
go; it will be an enjoyable evening.

,....
,.,
.\1;<\
adequately, an income tax (Conn. does
not presenUy have onel will have to be
instituted. Mr. Cibes is direcUy oppooed
to this. He believes that the sales tax
revenue collected by the state is suf·
ficient to lund prOlll'ams in New London. He states that economic fesalbll1ty
studies of the New London area and the
tax structure baYe shown this to be
true. fn sum, then, Mr. Cibes believes
he will be able not only to get more
money for the right programs in New
London, but will be able to accompllab
this without costing the tupayers more
money.
Mr, Cibes is not a newcomer to the
political arena. For the put four yean
he baa served on the New London Board
of Education. He has been Cbainnan of
this Board for the last two yean.
During his tenure on the Board of
Education
Mr. Cibes has been
concerned with averting
teacher
strikes and setUing wage complaints
without
affecting'
New London
residents. He has been a consultant to
the New Lon<lon school system.
This is the second lime Mr. Cibes baa
run for state representative. Last year
l,k Cibes loot the election by 43 votes.
Th~ voter tournout bad been 1_ than
25 percent
in New London and
somewhere around 2 percent at Con·
necticut Coll... e.

Foru ..
On Wednesday November " an
SGA"poDlClTed forum
witb
Connecticut Collece president
Oakes Ames will be beId. '1be
forum, which begins at 8:30, will
meet in the Crozier Will! iIIlI
main 10000000e.Moot of the meelinl
will be dewted to quealloaa to
whicb President
Ames can
respond. All students are invited
to attend.

,

NEWS SHORTS
Bottlps
With the pusing of the Maine
bolOe law, wblch took effect iast
January as a result of a 1878
referendum, litter Is down 91
percent in Maine this year as
compared to the last five yean.
Highways and countrysides are
notic~ably cleaner,
and tbe
majonty of Maine's population
seema sallafled with the results.
Tbere is a repeaJ movemeDt
gainings~n"~
its
complaints include a claI';'ed
lack of redemptlllll centers a one
billion dollar I... in ~
tax
revenues, and a cut in retailen'
prolIts. Still, the voters want to
keep the law: a survey·baa sbown

that support for the botUe law bas
increased to 62 percent, up 5
percent from when the law was
passed.

A flurry of UFO sighlings bas
reported to officials in
Melbourne, Australia, following
the deasppearance of 20 year old
Fred Valentich. Valentich a
fI~
saucer' enthusiast, ;"as
airborne
wben he radioed
messages that his small Celina
airplane was being pursued by a
101lll object wtth flashing lights.
been

Before his transmission was
abrupUy cut off, Valentich's last
words were, ult's not an aircraft,
it's .."

..

ILLUSTRATION BY VANESSA STOCK
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Whales are for kids
by Jay Faber
"Lenny, your're the sort or fellow
who doesn't like to have much fun,
right?"
"Right, Jake."
"You simply cannot enjoy a regular
good time. I think you've got BOrne
aversion to pleasure. However, Lenny,
you do seem to derive BOrne klnda
charge out of dreadfully dull attractions. You know what I mean, Len?
Jeese, remember when you dragged
me down to the potato mashing festival
sponsored by the Fat Daughters of the
Rumanian Revolution? Hey, and how
can I ever forget thst fishing tournament for blind hookers?"

"So?"
"Well Lenny kid, I've just recently
discovered a spot which ought to
quench even your most boring thirst.
This place is ranked Just below the
Hygienic Restaurant in The Ofne .. 1
Listing ofWbat 10 Do Once You've SeeD
The Submarine. aDd Tsllled 10 a Cadet
In New London. I mean thia joint is 80
impotent that it would fail to get a fiy
high. "
"Jake, I bet thia would be Just the
spot to take- my new girls, the Siamese

"'illy Smith Band
walks. right
in
,
,
III'

.. ,

By B' .dshsw Rost
Connecticut College had ill first rock
concert of the year, featuring Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes. For
Connecticut College, it was the typical

concert syndrome, empty seats, lost
revenue, and Social Board in the red.
But for the 700 some odd people who
went, it was an evening well spent.
I walked in (stumbled in?) to Palmer
late, expecting to find the first group
half way through their set. I've always
made it a habit of skipping the first
group at concerts, It's a habit I'll try to
break after this concert. I found the
bouse lights still on, with the crowd
waiting anxiously for the show to start.
Realizing I was stuck with seeing the
first group, I found my seat and settled
in.
The lights fell, there were the
preliminary announcements about no
smoking or drinking in Palmer, and
then the show started. Out came these
dudes dressed in suits, hairdo's a la
James Dean, looking straight out of
"Happy Days." Always having a
passive dislike of fifties rock n' roll, I
braced myself for the B. Willy Smith
Band.
There's nothing like having an ala
prejudice swept away. And these boys
certainly did a good job of it. They
played some hard-driving,
crowd
pleasing rock n' roll, with a finesse
worthy of the word "class." Possessing
that all important, but intangible
quality of "stage presence," they stole
the show. Displaying some fancy
footwork, which would have made the
Rocketts proud, they belted out song
after song. An unscheduled bomb scare
(c'mon, who ya kiddin'?) emptied
Palmer for a brief ten minutes. Though
the hoax could have put a damper on
the evening, everyone took it in stride.
Besides, it provided a good opportunity
to do some illicit partying, which isn't

PHOTO BY VICKY MCKlTI'RICK

sisters, Yetta and Gretla DwarfstelD.
Whal type of establishment are you
alloding to anyway, man? How come
thia place ia such a sleeper?"
"Does the Son of Blubber m .....
anything to you, Lenny?"
"Yea, but Jake, you !mow my mom
doesn't like you calting me that name
anymore."
"Usten pal, if BOrneday IOOIl you're
desperate for a terrible time, I urge you
to check out The Whaling Museum, One
Whaling Way, New London. This place
is about as interesting as Harria
Refectory. I'm talI<ing coma city, big
boy. Buddy, I love the Killer Whale as
much as the next guy. I support their
struggle to increase the number 01
Japanese fishermen they are allowed to
devour every season. But thia museum
is really for the Whales!"
"Golly Batman, thia place ~da
delightfully
dull. Riddle me tbis,
though: How would I get there without
the help of Amelia Earhart?"
"Well boy moron, take yo\ll' very first
right past the old Guard Theater. U
there is a good flick showing at the
moviehouse,
stop, go no further,
besides you onght to know, silly rabbit,
whales are for kida."

The Whaling Museum
depicts the history of whaling including
whaleboats and many other artifacts. The museum is open dailyl :00-5:00
p. m. except Monday.

EJ

\""

]
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permitted inside ·Palmer. Once back
inside, B. Willy Smith came back on
and picked up where they left off. This
is where the group showed their true
colors. They had everyone back on their
feet, as if nothing had happened.
Finishing with a sizzling finale of
"Walk Right In, Walk Right Out," they
left the stage to the applause of a very
appreciative Conn College crowd.
Southside had a tough act to follow,
and it showed. They didn't come out
until 11:30. By that time the crowd was
getting pretty tired and was sort of
played out from B. Willy Smith.
Southside opened with one of their
better songs, "This Time It's For
Real," which in any other situation
would have had the crowd hopping. The
audience wasn't too impressed, or at
least they didn't show it. One of the
problems with Southside is thst their
lead singer, Johnny, likes to think he ia
a cross between Peter Wolf and Bruce
Springstein. Somehow, his act just
didn't come off. Maybe if he had taken
his sungalsses off, he could have seen
he was losing touch with the aadience.
The crowd rapport was non-existent.
They might as well of been playing to
themselves.
When they launched into "The
Fever" (an old-time favorite by the
Boss himself) things began to pick up a
little. The crowd got some life and
Johnny took his sunglasses off. But I
still couldn't shake the nagging sensation that Southside ·was just going
through the motions in their performance. I was disappointed that
songs like "Love on the Wrong Side of
Town" and "Without Love" were
missing from their repertoire. But
when you come right down to it, they
were simply upstaged by tire first
group. Something you don't see too
often. But no matter, it was still an
enjoyable evening. I just hope we have
more concerts. It makes (or a very
nice, and much needed change from the
all-eampus parties at Conn College.

z.

I

'NEWS SHORTS
T.V. E.f ..r
Will television dominate the
field of nutrition as it has our
intellectual diet in contemporary
times? Michael Lotitto, cryptically
nicknamed
"Mr.
Mangelout", ia a gourmet of the
inorganic diet, having eaten
nearly an entire television set in a
period of four days. According to
doctors, the cathode tube is
inedible, and Lotitto, healthconscious, leaves the tube on the
side of his plate. Lotitto, a
resident of Quebec, fares heavily
on a diet of mechanical equipment of which television is only
an appetizer. It is unknown
whether
Lotitto's
culinary
idiosyncracy
is
done
professionally, or whether it is
meerty a hobby.

ILLUSTRATION BY MAX MOORE AND TESSA MORGAN
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Hafeh.IUng
Massachusetll
voters decide
the gubernatorial contest between Republican Francis Hatch
and Democrat Edward King in an
election today.
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Judiciary
Continued rrom page 1

When all had arrived, includlDg the
accuser, Jerry Carrington, we began.
We were arranged, by design, in no
specific pattern. The emphasla here la
obviously on informality. Introductions
were now in order and each rep identified his or herself and class. Next my
statement was read and I was invited to
comment on it. ''1batahout says it," I
• aId,.doiDg DIJ! beaJlOt to trip up
slory and tip them aU.
Carrington was then asked for hla
account of the incident. Ria deocrIplton
was identical to my statement, as had
been planned. The Door was then
opened to dlscUS8ion. The questioning
was thorough, in MiJhkin's words
''nitpicking.'' It was so thorough in fact
that our story, although well thought
beforehand, almost did not stand up.

on_

Boord:

informality

is the key

Guy Donatelli, fretlhman rep, was
astute enough to investigate whether or
not my laundry was actually in the
dryer at that time. But complote as the
questioning was I never felt ti.at I was
being interrogated.
Amy Wey,
secretary of JB pointed out afterward
that had I been obnoxious to the hoard
they would have "jumped on" me.
Mishkin also stressed that the tone of
eaclJ _e~J!y
1I11' ,"ccused .
Not being a very good hctor though! I
reacted as if I really had committed
this infraction. I would have been
rather sorry that I had vandalized and
it appeared so during the dlSCUS8Ion.
With this tone set, I felt that the hoard
was more concerned with me rather
than judging me. For instance, Audrey
Cutler expressed concern over the
academic pressur... which I gave as

part of my reason for committing the
infraction. Amy Kohen was concerned
ahout whether thla might cause me to
repeat such acts. David McCall warned
me of the danger of electrocution implicit in this tampering.
For the hoard my case was very real.
Only after a decision was made were
the class reps informed of who I was.
Joel Mishkin was involved in setting up
the particular ~ClUIeand infOrn;ted the
board aftetW~In
his worils; "I
thought Audrey (Cutler) was going to
jwnp out of her skin." So the case had
worked and the hoard had treated it as
a real one.
The decision was real also. It was
voted six to two that I be censured.
David Ives was not present for my case.
Audrey Cutler and Michsel Proctor had
both voted against censure, preferring

short-term social probation. AccordIDg
to Cutler, "In the past censure has beeii
reserved for minor offenses," such as
painting Complex walls, and my in.
fraction was clearly more serious
Joel explained that if the rest of the
JB process were to continue a very
''forceful'' letter (in this case) of
censure would have addressed me. The
hoard as a whole decided on a forceful
censure rather than a short social
probation because my reasons of
drunkeness and academic frustration
were fully understandable
by the
members.
In this case, an infraction of the
Social Honor Code, five options are
open to the' hoard. Since it was not ..
matter of deciding whether or not I Was
guilty, the hoard had only to decide on
which of these five recommendations to
make. The first, censure, was used in
my case. This is merely a letter of
warning. Socialprobation means that a
. second incident brought up against me
during the period of probation would be
dealt with more seriously. Residential
suspension means that the student islno
longer allowed to live on campus.
Suspension prevents the student from
attending the college for a specified
period of time. Expulsion prevenla the
student from returning to the college.
All five options were explained to me
before the hoard went into deliberations
and I was informed that if the board's
decision was not acceptable to me then
I could appeal to the President of the
college. Mishkin assured me that the
latter three would not be appropriate in
my case.
According to Joel Mishkin the case
we presented to the hoard and my attitude during the discussion were
typical. U indeed most JB cases do
proceed as mine, students at Connecticut College are administered a
rare kind of personal justice. The informal discussion set-up makes it
difficult for the accused not to be actively involved in the process. My
questions and comments were invited
at ever~ poMible time dU1'in4 the
disclillslon. Never while iI was present
did the discussion take place between
the hoard members themselves, it was
always between myself and each in·
dlvidual member. There is no feeling,
as in a formal court of law, of defense
versus prosecution. It is rather a group
of students discussing the actions of one
of them and the appropriate actions
which should be taken.
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Profiles of Professors

~ocklin: The study of man
By Mlcha.1 Adamowicz
Professor June Macklin has always bad a alrOllll interest in
anthropology. Ms. Macklin stated, "I knew 1 wanted to be an
anthropologist ever since I was ten or twelve years old." Her
original devotion was to the field of archeology. She believes
that "archeology plays an integral part in undentanding where
we come (rom and the evolution of hwnan culture. In American
anthropology we see physical anthropology, archeology,
linguistics, and social and cultural anthropology all as a part of
the holistic study of man." She switched concentrations when
she was a graduate student and now devotes most of her
professional energies to medical anthropology.
Ms. Macklin has spent a great deal of lime in the field doing
original research. She has directed her reoearch eflom mainly
to Me8O-America. Macklin is specifically interelted in folt
; healers. This is "because there is no society withoutlllnesa and
death. Consequently, every society has to try to cope with that.
This is one field where you can do comparative studies around
the world." The study of folt healen has led her to many other
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aspects of the culture. For example, "Sometimes bealers attracts cults to themselves, becauoe they appear to bave great
power. And often it 11 conaidered to bave come from the
supernatural, from God or the other deities ....Because of this
you often find yourselI studying the religion."
From the study of folk healers, she baa come to place a great
store in the force of ideas. She stated. "In that senae, 1 am a
Platonist. 1 believe fumly in human affairs, and a great deal of
reality is what we think it is; wbat we bave learned to think it
is."
One of the benefits Professor Macklin oees in antbropciJoly for
students is that it ''helps you to suspend for awblie your worldtaken-Ior-granted. And that is why 1believe it is 80 eaoenlial for
everyone to study it. It gives one a tool with which to trlllllCflld
one's society and culture." She does not advocate that the
student transpose the obeerved culture totally on their daily life.
"You can't say that because senllicide worlul well in some
cultures, let's apply it to our own problems of aging population.
But anthropology can give oner penpeclion on bia own
ethnocentrism.' ,
Anthropology attempla a holistic study of cultures. In 80 doing
it must take in .. account all the vast and varied aspecla of the
culture. However, a common theme does run lbrougb all of
anthropology, according to Ms. Macklin. "The common theme
is probably this: anthropology does breed in you a respect for all
human beings. And it teaches you to regard all humans as
rational beings who perceive evenla and attempt to ol1lanlze
them, and act accordingly, whether or not it's ever going to do
you any good or not in the immediate future. But 1 find it
provokes in me a great deal of curiosity sbout the nature of
human nature."

~~The eommaD theme Is
probably this: aDthropology
does breed ID you a respeet
for all humaD belDgs. ADd It
teaehes you to regard all
JlUJRaDSas ratioDal belDtf8..w11o
pereelve eveDts aDd attempt to
orgaDlze them, aDd aet
aeeordlDgly, whether or Dot
It's ever golDg to do you aDY
goodlD the Immediate future •••'
A charge that is too often levelled against anl/lropology 11that
it is too caught up in relatiVism. That is that it does not allow
judgements of any society's values because anthropologisla say
that all are equaOy valid in their own right. Ma. Macklin stated
that "all of us, up to a point, are relativists. But total relativism
leads one in to a logical corner that doesn't allow bim to make
any value judgements. For example, a complete relativial
would not be able to make any judgements on Germany's extermination of six million Jews. However. you can look at the
value structures and stages through which a society has JlIIlIoed.
Say they value human life in the abstract. And then if it violates
its own set of cultural values, then you can say that was wrong.
Thus one doesn't have to be a complete relativiat to appreciate
the importance of the cultural context of a belief or practice."
Macklin has added much to the body of literature in her field.
Since 1957, she bas published thirteen articles in various
journals and books. Profesaor Macklin baa written one book. coauthored another andis co-editor of a third, forthcoming.
Ms Macklin feels that research and writing ia a great aid to
her teaching. Through her studies, she feels that she can work
out any inconsistencies in the theories and claas materials.
Further, she stated, Hit revives me. It makes me more in·
terested in my own life. Now if 1were bored with my own life, 1
don't see how 1 could be very interested in what 1 was teaebinll
my students." She does have some trouble fmclinl adequate
time to devote to her writing. "The course load, cemmlttee work
and administrative responsibilities constitute a full-time job. U
faculty also write, they are occupied seven days a weld< and
many hours eacb day." Consequently she finds thatlbe is over·
extended at times. Macklin has no set solution to this dilemma,
but would lilte more lime for her reoearch.
Professcr Macklin has her own means of gelling away from
the pressures of the day and relaxing. She has a passion for
horses. She owns a purebred Thoroughbred boroe and lIO""
riding at least lbree or four days a week. She said that "I enjoy it
very much - being able 10 get out and exercise. AIao, 1do believe
the min<l functions better in a aound body."
A member of another social science department recently said
of Ms. Macklin: "She is a lop notch professional who bringa a lot
of valUable recognition to this coOege." 'Ibia and all of the above
indicates that Macklin is dedicated and is a slrOllll aaaet to the
coOege.
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Putting our money w~ere our mouth is
by David Stern ond Lea Rlcbanlann
Many corporations beld by Connecticut College's
port/otio are involved in questionable activities in
South Africa. These activities raise many dilemmas
for the ethical investor, bulilis important to note that
corporate abuses extend beyond the sbores of Africa
even though this article concerns itaell primarily
with South Africsn investments. Recent sharebolder
resolutions, hoping to affect corporate irresponsibility, have touched upon a myriad of isaues ouch as
infant food nutritional requirements, energy and
natural resources, equal employment, military sales,
labor relations, and trade with repressive governments. In all of these areas, profit seeking firms,
operating for private rather than social returns, often
inflict harm upon society in order to insure a constant
rate of return to its investors.
Connecticut CoUege, like most olher coUeges,
umversitles and institutions, owns stock in firms
participating in socially injurious activities. The
College's endowment, of 12 million, includes investments in six of the top twelve corporate investors
in South Africa. They are General Motors, Coca Cola,
Mobil Oil, Cal Tea (Standard Oil of California and
Texaco), ffiM and General Electric. The port/olio
aIao includea stock in large financial institutiona,
including Manufactures Hanover Corporation, J.P.
Morgan & Co., snd CitiCorp, who have been noted for
offering large loans to the South African government.
This small list does not adequately deacribe 1Ile extent of the College'S investments in South Africs.
Approximately forty percent of the College's stock
has been estimated to be tied up in South African
ventures. This is not surprising as there are over 350
American firms operatingtn South Africs with an
aggregate, direct investment of nearly 1.7 bUllon
dollars. Many other firms have an indirect involvement either as purveyors of plant and equipment or as finsnciers of capital. Thus, it is dllflcult
for an institution with a large endowment to avoid
investing in firms with interests in South Africs.
The amountllle College is able to invest in any area
is
naturallY
limited
by
the
size of its endowment. The current market value of
lbe pooled endowment fund, measured on May 31,
1978, is $10,068,730. Another $1,411,513 is in. the nonpooled endowment fund. The funds compnse csah,
marketable securities, US treasury bonds, preferred
and common sloclls. The trust diviaion of the Hart-

ford National Bani< manages th~ entire endowment.
They are responsible for the performance of the
portfolio snd must ensure a constsnt now of returna
on the invested cspiial. The College Board of
Trustees permits the Bani< to operate autonomously
in day-to-day operations; however, the broader
of investment decision malting are restricted by
guidelines estsblished by the Trustee Investment
Committee. One guideline inslnlcts the bani< to avoid
investments in controversial finns.
The port/olio has only one purpose to the minds of
its managers and that is to yield the highest and
safest poasible return on its investment. Scant attention has been paid to the College'a role as a
responsible sharebolder, except during the Vietnam
War when the College divested itself of DuPont.
Certain members of the College community believe
that it is time to evaluate the College'o role as an
investor in liaht of the current controversies over

Sean tat ten tion has heen
'I
paid to the eo IIeg4"s ro 4"
as a responsible shareholder.
h V i..tnam
except during t..
War wh ..n th .. coll ..g..
••
dlv ..st ..d Its.. 1f of Du Pont.
corporate practices.
In South Africa, current controversy surround
American investors whose actions create a mixture

of negative and positive consequences for the blac ....
Firms with manufacturing interests often accept the
legal framework of apartheid and invoke the racist
labor guidelines established by the Republic of South
Africa. Foreign investors are speeding South Africa's
ascendance
towards economic and political
autonomy by strengthening the economy with tax
revenues and a Iirm foundation of technological
advances. Banks reinforce existing South African
I olicies by providing the government with hlllie
loans The social harm caused by this behavior is
easily discounted by executives and shareholders
whose eyea gleam at the prospect of earning a
whopping 19.! percent return 0" their investment,
versus an 11 percent worldwide average return.
B1I8__
eaecutives claim their actlOlll are

beneficial to the underprivileged population of South
Africa. Training programs
and learning opportunities provided by American firms are purported to undermine apartheid. Meanwhile, jobs for
the black workers suppoaedly raise the standard of
living. The relative merit of American investment in
South Africa is a hotly disputed isaue. Both sides offer
compelling arguments, malring it dllficult for the
responsible investor to decide whether or not his
investment in a particular firm is causing any social
injury.
Noting the dilemmas caused by corporate
capitalism, the College needs to define its reapoose as
an investor in controversial industries. In doing so, it
must lake into account the often contradictory goals
of fulfilling a moral obligation and maintaining the
solvency of the College. Some inveatment managers
do not believe a college has any moral respoll8ibility
for the corporate behavior of its investments. The
adherents of this view picture the college as an
"educator", a distinct entity from the outside world,
whose resources ought only be used to rnatntatn
academic freedom. To include. moral and social
considerations in investment policy would violate the
college's institutional neutrality, would affect the
character of the college's internal activity by
as~iating
itwith a political cause, and would risk
losing potential revenue ao corporations and foundstions retaliate agaill8t the college. Subscribers to
this view believe the endowment policy should be
geared towards high earnings regardless of the social
implications.
Another view believea the college has a duty to
maintain a responsible endowment policy but not at
the eapense of its ''moral minimum" responsibility to
prevent or correct corporate social injuries. The
Williams College Advisory
Committee
on
Shareholder Responsibility succinctly states, ''the
College should affirm that passive participation. in
the ownership or financing of corporations impltes
scquiescence in the actioll8 of those corporations
insofar as those actions have a demonstrable social
or political impact." Being that a University is, above
all else, a .forum for the free expreasion of ideas, the
high tdea!lam within the university walls ought to be
eatended as best II poasible to its outside contracts as
well. Ala shareholder, the College has an obligation
to examme the activities of its inveatments in order
to minimize 1Ile contradictions between corporate
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abuses and the philosophic tenants of the
academic world.
The "moral minimwn" concept can be used by
those seeking a moderate approach. Divestment
absolves one of the problem but it does not cure
corporate abuses. On the other hand, a moderate
approach would try to influence corporate behavior
communicating. with management,
initiating
shareholder proposals, and voting its stockholder
proxies in accordance with its moral beliefs. Should
such activities fail to produce acceptable results, the
College ought to divest itself of the stock in
firms causing the social infury.
• Connecticut College is slowly formulating a
definition of its role as an investor. This selfassessment began one year ago with an Ethical
Problems
. final
paper
written
by
Lex Richardson. It was decided on the basil of this
paper that a committee. ought to be created to
examine and perhaps challenge the investmenta
portfolio of the College. Last semester, Lex and
David Robb formed an Ethical Investmenta Committee under the auspices of Chapel Board. In addition to David Rohb and Lex Richardson, memo
bership included Professors David Fenton, Kay
Finney, Art Ferrari, Don Peppard and Gerald
Visgilio, and studenta David Stern '79, Vuyo Ntahona
'80, and Steve James '78. The Committee decided ita
first priority was the creation of a permanent group,
sanctioned by the trustees, to serve as a subcommittee to the Trustee Investment Committee.
President Ames responded enthusiastically to the
Committee's proposaI. He explaIned the committee's
position to the Board of Trustees and It, in turn, ex·
pressed support for the formation of an ad hoc
committee to study the issue to the College's
ILLUSTRATION BY MAX MOORE

social responsibility as a shareholder.
Mr. Arnes stated in a letter to future members of
Ute new committee, "The committee will inform
itself ahout the College's investment practices, ahout
the extent of the involvement in South Mrica of any
corporations whose stock the College holds, and ahout
steps other colleges and universities are taking to
exercise their responsibilities as shareholders. The
committee's stUdy will be carried out in the light of
the College's goal to invest its endowment so as to
assure a proper halance between grouth in value and
income for support of the academic program. The
committee will express the College community's
views to the Investment Committee of the Board of
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Trustees it wili be called the College Liasion Committee .;., Shareholder Responaibility, and will
comprise three faculty members, three studenta, the
chaplain, and two members of the adminiatrationa."
Present members of the committee are DaVId Rohb,
Chairman David Renon, Donald Peppard, E. Leroy
Knight, Dean Alice JohnaOD.Lex Richardson'79, and

David Stern '79.
Unfortunately, the successes in establishing the
.ommittee are not re-occurring in the operational
phase. The committee did not convene once in September or October. Officially, the blame must lay on
David Fenton for failing to call a meeting, but none of
the members are blameless sicne all seem to have
neglected to place ohe committee in froot of their
other nwnberous obligations.
The committee needs to formulate ita guidelines. It
is hoped that the committee will accept the notion of a
''moral minimum" responsibility as a shareholder.
Once the basic guidelines are establWled, the
committee can examine specific corpora tiona whooe
stock is held in the portfolio. In order to enhance the
Committee's effortl to affect corporate behavior, it iI
suggested that the committee ally itae1l with the
Investor
Responsibility
Research
Center of
Washington, D.C. ERRC iI a non-proflt organization
that provides investors with impartial and concise
information on the social and enviroomentaJ
questions raised in shareholder resolutions. IRRC
also published a report dealing specifically with
American investments in South Africa.
Excluding current delays the formation of a
shareholder
responsibility
committee baa encountered few of the problems plaguing sImi1ar
movements on other campuaea. The Prealdeot and
the Trustees whole heartedly supported the idea.
There have been no sit-ina, no student strikes. yet,
one should not be overly oplimiatic. '!be committee
has not challenged existing policiel, nor baa it"
recommended divestment of any stocks. The CoUeae
community must wait and oboerve the Trultee'a
reaction to the committee's
propoaala before
assuming the issue bas withered away.
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music. Yes, structured, because contary to the beliefs of many non-jazz
enthusiasts, if ooe can't read music, or
understand basic theory and barmony,
one is lost in any respectable jazz ensemble. Improvisation
within the
Ensemble except for occasional solos
by llfil"RtH musicians is taboo.

ENTERTAINMENT

Hard times for Jazz BURch

Ense';;ble '~z is rythmically and
barmonically
as structured
as a
Shubert Quartet. Ensemble jazz is not a
hodge-podge of syncopations, melodic
improvisationa and dissonances as
many might suspect. So then what has
driven ensemble jazz underground or to
no ground at all? Certainly not the Conn
music department.
They haven't
squelched the Ensemble, nor could they
the way that "performa apathetica"
has.
.
The Jazz Ensemble can be a successful organization only with committed student participation. The music
department's over ruling facade only
presents itself when precious practice
space and time goes unused due to
disinterest. Expand Conn's mustcal
margins by putting ensemble jazz back
into it's proper musical niche by
listening to, supporting, and performing Ensemble Jazz.

Brems at
Brass Bail
By Ann AIIan

By Vnce GHIIert

bassiBlB, both of whom played guitar,
and

Flaccid
dl.lntereat
might belt
describe the attitude of Connecticut
College concernlng jazz as a viable port
of our performing aria atmosphere.
Only a small percenlale of Conn
studenta realize the existence 01. the
Connecticut College Jazz ensemble. It
should also be finnly stated that the
band', lack of recognition is not entirely the fault 01 Conn's m.. ic
department ''proper.'' IT the guilty
finger is to be pointed at someone, point
it at the aedentary, mlllically inclined
members of the student body.
The Connecticut College Jazz Ensemble has existed for eight years.
Currentiy the Ensemble is directed by
Mr. William Babcock, who has led the
Ensemble for the past six years. Offices
include:
president
and
first
saxophonist, senlor John Brolley, and
vice-president rytbm gullariat, and
bassist, senior Vance Gilbert. First
trumpeter, Jose Cordero co-direcla the
Ensemble. He ia presently affiliated
with the C.G.A. and is also band
director at one of the local high scbooia.
A targe percenlale of the br_ and
woodwind sectiona, drummer, and a
pianiat are imported from the high
school via Mr. Cordero. Ideally the
band should conaiat 01. eighteen pieces:
five saxel (two altos, two tenon, and a
baritone),
four trombones,
five
trumpeta, a pianist, a gullariat, a
bassist, and a drummer.
The Ensemble'. weekly rebearsaIa
are from 8:30-10:00 p.m. on Tuesday
and Thursday in Oliva HaIl. Theae
rehearsal. are publicized weekly in the
Communicator.
The Ensemble has performed 011
Captain's Walk, in Harknesa Chapel, in
em Malo Lounge, and at the 1m Senior
Art Exhibit. Familiar Charta include,
"Theme From Rocky ." uTSOP.·'
uCbameleon,"
"'Tbeme From SW·
Wars," ''Theme From Starsky and
Hutch," pi.. a variety 01. other tuDes
from the Big Band Era, along with
more recent jazz'rock charta.
At the first two rebearsaIa ODe
couldn't ask for more mualctans. 1bere
were four planista, sill: ",",'mn:ten, two

more

t.haa

aD

abuDdaoce

01

woodwind and br_. Even a respectable showing 01. Conn .bldenla attended. Now the band is in sad shape,
wrought with apathy and disinterest.
Accumulating the membership at the
last three rehearsal. leave .. with the
sum of seven musicians. Mr. Cordero'.
high school clan shows only when Mr.
Cordero shows, which is on Tuesdaya
and when convenient. The high school

members, when they are there, oetnwnber-the GoIlJI..ludent.. three to-one.
The' director- and ·the officers
rehearsals expecting only three or four
die-hard members. Parley between the
directors and the officers will eventually decide the future of the hand.
Music reading musicians should
conaider this article a plea for their
membership. Take a break from your
sonatas, fugues and two-part inventiona
and try another form of structured

mead
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The Brass
Rail is a smaIl,
weatherbeaten bar on Bank St. jlllt a
few doors down from the Salvation
Army Thrtst Store. The outaJde is
misleading, however, for inside -Is a
beautlfullong' wooden bar, 1I00d bo_~
and friendly custemers. The prices are
reasonable (SO cents a draft) but not
dirt cheap.
The major attraction at the Brass
Rail is definitely Rick the bartender.
He is gregarious, warm and very
emphatic on the subject of football.
Monday night is an excellent lime to
visit (the bar in Cro is closed anyway)
expecially if you're into reviling
Howard CaseD or discUl8ing the history
of the NFL over the past five years.
Rick is also fun to watch with the
regulars as he juggles three or four
conversations at once, balancing a
woman who screams obscenities at him
and demands a "Sneaky Pete" with
ueated beta at the opposite end of
ohebar on the merits of the Pittaburgh
Steelers over the HOUlton Oilers.
The atmosphere is cozy and comforlBble and the crowd mixed. Among
the regulars are several women, aa well
as young men of the "greaser" type
who mostly hang around the pool table.
There was also a small boy of about
three years old who stood absolutely
still, faacinated by the flashing colored
lights of abe llinhaIl machine. Tables
are small and bare, in contrast to which
the long bar' seema almost opulent.
There are Yankees basehaIl pictures
from another era on ohe wall above the
bar, along with a tacky plastic football
player wearing the number 77. 'lbe
lighting is dimly glowing red from
hanging lanterna bearing the SchIltz
logo and a huge brass haIl hangJ over
the caah register. Two large slgoa
proclaim that "Minors will not be
served" and it's a good idea to bring
your I.D.

-

>

•

The Brass Rail is not strictly
speaking, a dive. It's appeal lies mainly
in the zaniness of Rick the bartender
and the customers
rather
tban
reconomic conaJderationa. But it is
close, convenient and an alternative to
Regolo's Place on those nighla when
Conn. seems on about a par with your
local day~e
center.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY MAX MOORE AND TESSA MORGAN
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portrayed by Ned Colt, are both vfIrY
human charactero,
and complete
breakawayo !rom tbelr .~.
uRibe" ia not a aenDOO tbouIb.
Langotalf didn't want people to leave
feeling clobbered over the bead with the
acClll8tion that they aren't boneet. "I
want people to laUlb at lhemaeIVel," be
sayo; "I want them to leave feeling
happy." He chose comedy u tbi 1_
offensive and 1_ threatening way to
show a buman fault.
InterestinglyeDOllllh loInllta« refero
to "Ribs" as 8 "comedy with music."
The play doean't revolve around the
music, rather the songa are buically
reDective momentl. When a character
bas somethlng important to say be or
she breaks out in a song. The IOniI
were written by John Denver. Freabman Randall Klitz is the accompanying
guitarist.
"Ribs" i. an interesting compilation
of a great deal of talent. Marlt Twain
providea some of the monologues.
Though comical, they have a very
deflnite underlyillJ senouan .... Arthur
Miller may be thanked for some of th"
more raucous, hysterical humor, and
there are exerps from the bible itself.
Max himself put the script together,
writing a lot of the material, but he
stresses the fact that he didn't do it
alone. Matt Jansky (who ia also the
asststant director) wrote the opening
and closing monologues of God, and one
of Lucifer'. monoJogueo. In addition,
each member of the cast bas been very
involved in editing and languale
changes.

A creation but not a sermon
By Julie Stahlgren

Such is the Creation and the Fall as it
is seen in "Blbs," a "comedy with
music," created and directed by
sophomore Max Langstaff. But this
play isn't as concerned with presenting
a different picture of the Creations, as it
is with saying something about love and
honesty, using the simplicity of the
Creation setl!!lg to em~ize
that

And then there was man ..... and
woman ..... and love. And when Adam
and Eve gave up their innocence with
that first taste of the apple, they
discovered each other, and their real
love for one another. But with their loss
~ jnp_oc~,
aJ;l9. ~W~.rll\\~t¥'»"9.L,m~! Mill1'fi!1eD''fei'fftOlli!y'tllat'
I
~J,ove,~,a
.r~.~
woo'\'/IImfl"" peOple-fiave difficultY being lionest With surfaced that they had to stiUggle to
themselves and others; that people are
achieve. And of course that struggle
hung
up with being loved instead of
still exists today.

loving. uRibe" evolved from a desire

to

express his feelings.
Consequently
"Ribs
is about
honesty, with simplicity and humanity
reinforceing
it. Eve, played by
sophomore Laura Biddle, is more intelligent and articulate than she ia
usually seen. Adam, played by Ron
Tanner, is less in touch with biI fee1ingl
than J!:ve7;(i{ niatiitel1lli'Ougll'6Ut the
plaf.-lloth
lire'very"siJn1>!e, loving
people throughout. Liltewise, Lucifer,
played by Matthew Jansky, and God,
I

II

Max is a bit concerned about people
being turned off by the fact that the
play revolves around a blblieal event.
"Ribs" is not a religloua play. Heaven
and Hell are more stalel of being or
concepts than they are places.
"Ribs" will be performed November
8-11 in the intimacy of the experimental
theater in Palmer. Show time is 8 P.M.

on November 8-10 and 8:30 P.M. 011
November 11. Tlctels are 81.00 dol1N
and will be avallable at the door.

Cluster choreography
By Stephanie Zacks
A state of excitement ia building up in
the minds of dancers at Conn Collelle.
Coming up soon ia an event wblch will
be one of. the first of its kind at Conn.
The recently-formed
dance club ia
presenting a concert entitled "Dance
Cluster" wblch will ental1 a variety of
dance styles and music: modern, jazz,
ballet and improvisation. The eleven
pieces of the concert will include solos,
duets, quartets, and large groups.
The uniqueness of the upsoming
concert lies in the fact that the entire
performance ia run by students. The
two producers are senior Amy Roberts
and sophomore Dee Moye. The attitud&
these girls share with the rest of the
performers is one of excitement and
enthusiasm wblch promiaes to.make for
an entertaining show.
"The object is purely enjoyment-the
satisfaction of·being able to dance and
to carry the technique further to the
performance, " explains Amy, whOle
remarkable positive feeling towards
dancing is almost contagioua. One of
Amy's objectives is for dancers who are
good to be able to perform even if they
aren't majors. The concert iI,
therefore, an opportunity for those wbo
have never choreographed or performed..,therwise this type of event
does not usually happen. Amy also feels
"It's important to get majors and nonmajors together in thinga" -IOmeiblnll
wblch maltes for better communicatlon
in the department.
The students involved are more than
positive about the concert. Freshman
Maggie Morolf commenll that the show
is "exciting - I'm psyched for it. I'm

having a lot of fun doing it and le.trtIing
to work with people." This attitude
seemingly prevails among the dancers,
who lilte the idea of rebeanaing to
perform and like even more the tbrilJ of
the performance itself.
The dance club was started lut
spring, and ia an organization wblch
bas been long needed and bas only
recently come into existence. Dee found
that as a fresbman there was notblng to
become involved in, as a non-major.
She did two shows on her own but found
it extremely difficult. It seemed funny
to her that this major did not spolllOr a
club at Conn. Now .there is !inally
something wblch gives opportunities to
both majors and non-majors. The club
is also for non-dancers;
the experienced and the non-aperienced.
Freshman
Noreen Daly i. enthusiastic about the club: "For one who
didn't get into a dance ciasI it'. good
because it gives me a chance to perform. There are those who will never JO
professional, and it's nice to give tlIent
a chance to perform. It also gives
choreographero a chance to Bee what
it's lilte to create sometblng."
For many dancers, dancing contribulel to their very personality. For
Amy, dance is "a great feeling, and
such a release - a way of exprMling
yourself. It'. hard work, but when the
end results are pleasing it's a satialying
feeling."
Everyone ItnoWi that oneonly geto out
of what one pUll into every event or
activity one participate.
in: tbe
tremendou.
enlhOliasm
of theae
dancers promiael the creatiOll of a
brilliant
performance
to be held
November 17 and 18.

PHOTOS BY VICKY MCKITJ'RICK AND TATANJA LOPUCHIN.

Dancers .how agility lor "Dance Cluster" concert, to be held November
11th and 18th. "Dance Cluster" ia a student run perlormance
by the
recently lormed dance club.
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HEY, GET OFF

MY BACK! f;;;:
FOXES!!!

-I

(

'r

(starting from the top, going clockwise) CbuUe Hamel
and Sam Busb captured our hearts with their WUd aod
Crazy Guys. They also captured second place. The KIDer
Bee went incognito, causing lillie suspicion. ROWR! Sean
O'Keefe and Glen Steinman display their disdain for
hecklers who said "Kiss my ... " The Fudds, though they
appear cheerful here, admitted their doubts about their
ugly duckling daughter's social future. The unfortunate is

shown below. Barb Bates, John Busb and Sue Melbadn
thought that Halloween should come in like a lion so they
could go out as lambs. And what was Leland Oner and
Kalby Gould's response to Halloween craziness? "Tut-tut
my boy." Michael BrasweU proves that Tut Ia in vogue
thi. year. Here he glares _t someone who shouted. "How
did you get so funky?"

--~-~PHOTOS BY VICKY MCKI1'l'KICK ANI) TATIANA Wi'UCHlN
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Something happened on the way to the
editorship. Alexander Reid Braob alid
Jam ... C. Polan, both top candidatel to
the soon-to-be-vacant Editor in Chief
position, landed in the slammer. They
are being held at the New London
House of Dementoa for $5,000,000 bone!.
They are charged with refuaing to
reveal their sources at a recent party.
"Baloney" , raged
Jim
Polan
(foreground).
"I've revealed my
source many times!" ReaCtiODI after
one such revealing ranged from horror
to a raise of the g1aaa. <lower left)

The arrogant College Voice staff poses
smugly for a picture:
Clockwise
(starting at the bottom left), with legs
smartly crossed is the Chief, Evan
Slone. Next, after much armtwisling,
here he is on his own page, B. Raberl
Norman". Moving on we run into Steve

sports czar David Flderer with Nicole
Gordon, enterlaiDment editor, right
behind. Vicky McKittrick," Bnper
shutterbug, nanks Nicole. Next come
the unrelated Moores. Allen and Max,
both geniuses in their own right. The
man with the sunglasses is vindictive
muckraker Mike Adamowicz. Missing
are 'Andy Rodwin, Lawrence StraUB

PHOTOS BY VICKY MCKI'ITRICK AND TAnANA LOPUCHm
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oret LATl 7 DAYS A WIIIC

THE DUTCH TAVERN
Reasonable Prices 35¢ a beer $1.15 a pitcher

Open Mon.-~t.

~

8:301:30

,,~

.

Friday 8:38-9:00

OVER 40,000 Pair of
LevI'S
15-23

Bank Street

New London, Conn.

443-&171

MARCUS: .The GU!ls store that Girls adore

9 am -12 pm Monday-Saturday
23 Green St. Right off Captain's Walk
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SPORTS

Bowers roll in regattas
By D.C Gallagher

two crews. Tbe "A" boat, led by stroke

Tom Speers and seven man Dave
Even though their recuJar racing
Butterworth churned lhrou&h the three
season will not begin for another five
mile course in just 17:21:1, which
montha yet, Connecticut College'. crew
earned them a fourth place in a field of
teams have already JOllIed nearly two
19 boats, ahead of Northeastern,
montha of water time tbls fall. The
Amherst, and Wesleyan. The "B" boat,
remarkable dedication diaplayed by
slowed by a gash in the hull of the shell,
this year's crews has paid off, U
crossed the line in 18:13.2with its bow
evidenced by their performance at the
nearly submerged. While this was sull
(all regattas in Middletown and Boston.
good enough for twelfth place, stroke
This year's squad is not only the
Jay Reilly felt that they would have
largest in the history of Connecticut
been considerably faster without the
added weight and drag of a aizeable
College rowing, but also the most
portion of the river in their bow.
succesaful.
The first regatta attended by CoM.
The Freshman Four claimed a fourth
in their race as Conn's. final men's
this fall, the Head of the Connecticut,
entry in the Varsity Fours competition
wu held in Middletown on an unturned in the best results for the men's
seasonably cold Sunday, October 8. The
team. With sophomore Lyons Bradley
Conneeticut River, while generally not
in the stroke seat, a crew consisling of
known for placid waters, wa. raked by
Liv Johnson, Sam Bradford, David
a strong northeast wind.
Oarsmen " women shuffled nero Butterworth, and cox Sue Cole placed
vously about the launching area during
third,
behind only Trinity
and
the morning,
unhappy with the
Syracuse.
weather.
but eager to compete.
Connecticut's two women's eights,
Whitecapa spotted during the earlier
rowing in the open (varsity) class.
powered their way to 7th and 14th place
races subsided along with the wind by
(inishes in a field of 29 boats.- The
noon, and fears or a repeat of last year's
regatta postponement disappeared.
women's "A" shell finished only 24
Some starts were delayed, but all
seconda behind Yale, and well ahead of
events were completed.
all other small colleges.
There are fundamental differences
The fourteenth annual Head of the
which should be explained between the
Charles Regatta, held in Boston two
sprint racing done in the spring tc
weeks later was added testimony to the
determine collegiate champions, and
team's progress all year. Although
the "Head-style" races held in the fall.
official results for the regatta have not
In the spring, which as I said is the
been published yet due to the sheer size
official racing season, the emphaats is
of the program, unofficial p1acingl for
on inter-eolleglate competition; the
some of COM.'S boats indicate strong

races are shorter, :IllOO meter sprints,
At most there are six crews competing
in a given heat, and all atarts begin
from a motionless position, similar to
the hundred yard daah.
Head racing, which ortgInated ill
England, is long diltance (minimum'
three miles) and often run with fielda.,j
up to forty boall. The crews start one at
a time and race against the clock. Due
to this racing fonnat, emphaa1l is
shifted towarda the oarsman's endurance and the coxswaIn'. ability to
navigate technically difficult courses.
The atmosphere at fall regattas is
generally less tenIe than at thoae in the
spring, with a greater feeling of ambience.
. In the fourth race of the day the
Lightweight Eights, CoM. entered' both
Intermediate and Junior crews. The
Junior
Eight,
stroked
by John
Weyrauch, finlabed a very respectable
second in ill class. The Intermediate
Lights, excluded from the Junior ciall
by age limits, still managed an eleventh
place, following the pace set by experienced freshman Kirk Douett. The
results or that race must be taken in
light of the fact that the Intermediate
boat was essentially novice, yet was
competing with aecond varsity boats
from Trinity, Amhent, and WiJJlamI
(who edged lbe Camels by juat 5.2
seconda in an eighteen minute race).
In the eighth event, the Intermediate
Eights, Conn. was agaIn represented by

performances by the team.
The Charles regatta is the largest of
its type in the world, drawing nearly 720
entries in eighteen events. Almost 3200
oarsmen competed Sunday, spurred on
by what regatta offictals called the
finest weather in fourteen years, which
in turn drew record crowda of spectators which were estimated to number
150,000.The Charles, aside from being
the largest Head race, is also the most
organized. Starll are punctual and
times accurately recorded with the
assistance of a sophisticated computer
timing syatem.
According to finish line results,
CoM. 's Elite and Lightweight Fours
placed 14th and 20th respectively. The
women's varsity eight although forced
to compete in a men's lightweight event
because of limited regiltration, sull
managed to post the fourth women's
time overall, and finish ahead of Smith
and Radcliffe in their own race. Final
results for the Charles will be announced in a later isaue.
Even though there are no more races
planned for the team tbls fall, the team
will continue to practice. The men's
varsity squad is suffering lhrou&h 8:00
a.m. practices, but all are optimistic
about the upcoming season. Coach Ric
Ricci declines to make any definite
statement about the spring season, but
is pleased by this fall's performance,
and excited about the future and just
maybe; another Dad Vail gold.

Volleyball spiked with sueeess
By Jill Crossman

coach Yeary, "1iJr.elybe the top choices
to win the tournament.
Coach Yeary has presented the team
with several new challenges this year.
Th~ team is playing a different
schedule this season, competing ,
.gainst the strongest and beat teams in
the vicinity. There has also been a
major change in the team's offensive
structure. Formerly, the team w.ed a sI offense, however. starting this season
they have changed to a 4-2 offense.
Basically, this means that the team hal
gone from using one setter to two
setters. Coach Yeary claims that the
team has "adapted very well" to the
offensive reorganization.
Two members of the team deserve
attention
for their notable performances this season. Lee Stack has
''played consistently well throughout
the season on offense and defense"
a~cording to Yeary. Another player:
Kim Carlson, has been very effective as
a middle blocker for the team. It has
been a coordinated
team effort,
however, which has propelled the team
this season.
The team's prospects for the future
appear even more optimistic since
eight members of the present team will
prohably return. Coach Yeary believes
that they can mold the girls into a very
"strong team" next season.
It

The Women's Volleyball team has
been outstanding thus far this season
with eight matches still to be played,
Coach Yeary is certain that she will be
very pleased with the team '. eventual
overall performance for the season.
Presently, the' team's record standa
at nine wins and six losses. Three or the
team's Josses were incurred at a
tournament
at Southern COnnecticut
College on October
14. At tbe
tournament,
the Camels
played
Springfield College, who later went on
to win the tournament.vlcsing to them
by a score of 15-6,13-15,and 15-9.Other
tournament losaea were to Centr8J
Connecticut
College and Queens
College.
In other regular season competition
the team has defeated the University
of Bridgeport, Mt. Holyoke, Albertul
Magnus,
Manchester
CC, and
Barrington College. The team has
defeated two other teama, Eastern
Connecticut College and the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy, twice. On November
4, the Camels 'viii travel to the
University of New Haven where they
will compete in the Conneeticut State
Small College Tournament.
The
University of New Haven and Connecticut College will, according to

Field hoekey disappoints at 2-10

The Connecticut College Women's
Field Hockey team did not live up to
pr","",,"on expectatiODl as it f1Dlahed
the season with a record or 2 wins, 10
losses, and 3 ties. The record 11 not
impressive, however team members
agree that the neceaaary coordination
was beginning to be achieved in the last
several games. The team played ill
beat games near the end of the season.
On October 28-29, the Field Hockey
team played in the North Eastern
Tournament at Smith CoUege, where
they beat the University of Rhode
'l1and, lost to Lyodon State, and tied
with Boston CoUege. "They played
beautifully
at the tournament, It
commented Coach Marilyn Conldln.
"'I1Iey were really able to play as a

team."
The team attributes some of their
difficulties with the newness of the

PHOTOS

BY

VICKY

group; several members of laat
season's team have graduated, several
are spending the year at another
college or university, and several were
unable to find the neceaaary time for an
interscholastic sport.
Many players commented on the lack
of continuity that they felt in the
beginning or the season, attributing tbls
to the fact that the rules were cbanged
(rom Traditional to Systems, and that
they, for the most part, had never
played together as a team. "It's not so
much what the record is, but how the
team plays," Coach Conklin saya.
"They have been playing well as a
learn. "

Next year's Hockey Team should
show much improvement. When next
season comes around the players will
be' used to playing together as a team.
Only two people will be graduating and
leaving the team. Coach Conklin hopes
to have two full teams next season.
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443-9780
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Cusati's dry c1eanin9 and laundry
.Open

don~treminillce... thill illn ~t

7 days a week 7:A.M. -

Laundry drop off service

9:00 P.M.

Coin operated

machines

$2.50 minimum charge up to BIbs.
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By Bradshaw Rosl
A rather disturbing phenomenon has
been occurring lately within the "social
scene" at the C. C. Country Club. I
hesitate to label it, out of fear of
legitimizing it, but for the sake of this
article, I shall refer to it as the "antiDisco" movement. At this point, it is
impossible to know how pervasive or
popular a movement it Ia. Hopefully, it
is only representative
of a few
disgruntled students who have yet to
enter the latter half of the 1970's.
But still, it's rather perplexing for me
to be standing in line at one of C. C:s

'outrageous'

campus parties,

and

trom the truth. There's more to dancing
than just shakinll one's hips. It's an
emotional as well as a physical act.
And the Music 10 dance to is Disco.
I suppose it is not enough to say that
Disco is the current Olin" thing, that it's
the newest craze in the ultra-chic, ultracosmopolitan circles. That BOrt of
argument doesn't usually go over well
with the traditionally individualistic,
free-thinking college students we're all
supposed to be. But pulting aside any
.idealistic conceptions of ourselves, ask
one question: If all these people are
putting BOmuch time and money into
this, isn't it possible thaI there really is
something to thiB "Disco Craze"?

hearing this pretty coed say to her date
The other night I was at a Speakeasy,
"gee, I hope they don't have any
where the management employed a
disco!" Mter regaining my composure
D.J. who was s member of this lunatic
from hearing such a ludicrous request,
fringe of 'anti-Discoite8'. NeecDess to
I have to ask the sweet, young thing,
"Honey, 'did you come here to dance, or say, no Disco all night. Though the
withdrawal symptoms were severe at
to listen to music?" Quickly, I conclude
that this misinformed lau would be times, I found solace in watching the
dance floor. Quite a spectacle it was,
better
off in someone's
room,
illuminated with freaky lights, joint in watching Ihese couples Iryinl 10
produce some coherent,
physical
hand, and listening to
Y blaring
on the stereo. Situated thua, sbe can response to the mualc blasting out at the
reminisce to her heart's content about speakers. Some jusl shuffled sway out
of frustration. uThe Who" is a great
Woodstock, Vietnam demonstrations,
band to rock oul to, but to dance to, it
and other nostalgia from that era past.
requires
an awkward lesturinl
of
I myself, have come to dance.
And what better music to dance to limbs and body, which in the end leaves
the dancer utterly confused, if not
than Disco? Sure it's repetitive at
times, and some of iI's lousy - but demoralized. During the whole party, I
couldn't rid myself of this nagginl
nobody said anything about perfection.
It has a beat, one that is made to dance sensation of High School Dances in the
to. And let's face it, the name of the Gym, sneaking out the back door to cop
game is dancing. If sit-ins, Rock con- a joint, and looking down girl's blouses.
I guess old ways die hard. Bul lets
certs, and pot-smoking
were the
face it, the sixties are passe. Time for
cultural manifestations of the sixties,
than dancing has truly become the .new horizons and new endeavors.
symbolic gesture of the late 70's. Any Anybody who went to the Larrabee '811'
Discoite will tell you that it's nothing party can lell you what Diaco m .. lc
more than the logical consequence of does for a crowd. It's vivaciOUl, exand sensual.
our society's perpetual quest for the citing, stimulaling,
ultimate egotistical glorification. Okay, Granted it's not the Iype of music I
you're right. That's a little hard to want to party out to-but when It's time
~wallow maybe. But's it'a nnt tJ1~~#,.- 10 Dance, it's time to Disco.
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save $25'

on custom-made rings
Custom features for men

Custom features for women

This is the last duv of our sale of men's traditional Siladiurn " rings and selected women's
to-karat gold rings. The ring vou choose is custom-made for you. You can select many custom
features. This is an unusual opportunity to get a custom-made ring for just $59.95. See our
rings today.
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has a large collection otcollege rings. Ask to see them.
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